The College of Engineering would like to congratulate the following faculty and lecturers for their outstanding dedication to teaching Boilermaker Engineers!

Asem Aboelzahab, BME
Nusaybah Abu-Mulaweh, EPICS
Charles Babbs, BME
Sally Bane, AAE
Mark Bell, ECE
Ilia Billonis, ME
Gregory Blaisdell, AAE
Ernest Blatchley, CE/EEB
Alexandra Boltaeva, ECE
Brandon Boor, CE
Mireille Boutin, ECE
Mark Bowman, CE
Pamela Brown, EPICS
Adrian Buganza Tepole, ME
Hua Cai, IE
Hubo Cai, CE/CEM
Mukerrem Cakmak, MSE/MB
Stanley Chan, ECE/STAT
Zhihong Chen, ECE
Keith Cherkauer, ABE
Ivan Christov, ME
William Clark, ChE
Robert Connor, CE
William Crossley, AAE
Ali El Gamal, ECE
Kendra Erk, MSE
Luis Bernardo Fargier Gabaldon, CE
Cristina Farmus, ChE
Audicent Fentiman, ENE
Allen Garner, NE
Victor Gervais, CEM
Craig Goergen, BME
Marcial Gonzalez, ME
Beth Hess, ME
Y Charlie Hu, ECE
Inez Hua, CE/EEB
Fang Huang, BME
Susan Hunter, IE
Morgan Hynes, ENE
Chad Jafvert, CE/EEB
Leah Jamieson, ECE
Charles Jensen, ME
James Jones, ME
Nusrat Jung, CE
Charles Krouskrip, ME
Hyowon Lee, BME
James Lehnert, ECE
Jacqueline Linnes, BME
Lu Liu, IE
Yangfan Liu, ME
James Longuski, AAE
Joyce Main, ENE
Amy Marconnet, ME
Clinton Marks, HONORS
Jorge Martinez, EPICS
Michael Mashtare, EEB
Peter Meckl, ME
Venkatesh Merwade, CE
Samuel Minkoff, ECE
Tamar Moore, ENE
Morgan Murphy, ME
Sameer Naik, ME
Eric Nauman, ME/BME
Matthew Ohland, ENE
Brooke Parks, ECE
Robert Papp, CEM
Andrew Pierce, EPICS
R. Byron Pipes, MSE/AAE/ChE
Jonathan Poggie, AAE
Vilas Pol, ChE
Marshall Porterfield, ABE
Timothée Pourpoint, AAE
Monica Prezzi, CE
Santiago Puol, CE
Li Qiao, AAE
Anand Raghunathan, ECE
Karthik Ramani, ME
Sanjay Rao, ECE
Amy Reibman, ECE
Wolfgang Rheinheimer, MSE
Jeffrey Rhoads, ME
Joseph Rispoli, BME
Timothy Rogers, ECE
Farshid Sadeghi, ME
Kenneth Sandhage, MSE
Maria Caterina Santagata, CE
Dwadasi Sarma, IE
Shreyas Sen, ECE
Jeffrey Shelton, ME
Joseph Sinfield, CE
Carson Slabaugh, AAE
Luis Solorio, BME
David Spencer, AAE
Ruth Streveler, ENE
Timothy Strueh, EPICS
Scott Sudhoff, ECE
Shreyas Sundaram, ECE
John Sutherland, EEE
Tyler Tallman, AAE
Mithuna Thottethodi, ECE
Michael Titus, MSE
Waterloo Tsutsui, AAE
Athanasios Tzempelikos, CE
Praneet Upadhyaya, ECE
Amit Varma, CE
Maria Mirian Velay Lizancos, CE
T.N. Vijaykumar, ECE
Suzanne Walker, HONORS
Carl Wassenberg, ME
Oleg Waszczyk, ECE
Justin Weibel, ME
Theodore Weidner, CEM
Todd Wild, ECE
Bin Yao, ME
Yuehwen Yih, IE
Denny Yu, IE
Wenbin Yu, AAE
Pablo Zavattieri, CE
Michael Zoltowski, ECE

These faculty, lecturers and other staff received teaching evaluation scores of 4.7 or higher in classes with enrollments of 10 and above and 50% or higher response rates. Based on student evaluations from courses taught in Engineering in spring 2019. The College of Engineering publishes this advertisement on the first day of classes every spring and fall semester to recognize outstanding engineering teachers from the previous term.